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Disclaimer
The views expressed in this Presentation are based on information derived from Cougar Energy Limited’s own internal sources and from publicly available sources that have not
been independently verified by Cougar Energy Limited. No representation, warranty or undertaking, express or implied, is made or given by Cougar Energy Limited or any of its
officers or employees as to the fairness, accuracy, completeness or reliability of that information. This Presentation should not be relied upon as a recommendation or forecast by
Cougar Energy Limited. Any recipient of this Presentation is responsible for conducting their own due diligence and other enquiries as well as making their own credit analysis and
their own independent assessment of the information provided herein. Any decision to rely on the information contained in this Presentation is the sole responsibility of the
recipient of this document and Cougar Energy Limited will not be responsible for any loss incurred by the recipient as a result of any actions taken by them relying on the
information herein. All estimates and projections in this Presentation are illustrative only and are based on the assumptions described herein. Cougar Energy Limited’s actual
results may be materially affected by changes in economic or other circumstances which cannot be foreseen. Nothing in this Presentation is, or should be relied upon as, a
promise or representation either as to future results or events or as to the reasonableness of any assumption or view contained herein (whether express or implied). This
Presentation contains forward-looking statements regarding future events and the future financial performance of Cougar Energy Limited. These forward-looking statements are
not guarantees or predictions of future performance, and involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors, many of which are beyond the control of Cougar
Energy Limited, and which may cause actual results to differ materially from those expressed in the statements contained in this Presentation. Nothing in this Presentation should
be construed as either an offer to buy or sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy or sell Cougar Energy Limited securities. This Presentation is not a prospectus or other regulated
disclosure document required to be lodged with the Australian Securities and Investments Commission (ASIC) or with any other regulator located in any jurisdiction outside
Australia. Consequently, it does not contain all the information which would be required to be contained in such a prospectus or disclosure document such as, for example, details
of the assets and liabilities, financial position, profits and losses and prospects of Cougar Energy Limited. The material provided in this Presentation is provided for the information
of recipients and does not constitute an invitation or inducement to such persons to enter any investment activity relating to Cougar Energy Limited securities. Cougar Energy
Limited has not considered the objectives, financial position or needs of any recipient. The recipient should obtain and rely upon their own professional advice from their tax, legal,
accounting, financial and other professional advisors in respect of the recipient’s objectives, financial position or needs before making any investment decision based on
information contained in this Presentation. This Presentation is provided on a strictly private and confidential basis to be used solely by the recipient. Neither this Presentation nor
any of its contents may be reproduced or used for any other purpose without the prior written consent of Cougar Energy Limited. In accepting this Presentation, the recipient
agrees that it is provided solely for its use in connection with providing background information on Cougar Energy Limited and that it is not to be used for any other purpose.
Should a security described in this Presentation be denominated in a currency other than the recipient’s home currency, a change in exchange rates may adversely affect the price
of, value of, or income derived from the security. Neither this Presentation nor any of its contents is represented to comply with nor is to be construed to comply with any of the
legal requirements in any jurisdiction outside the Commonwealth of Australia in respect of an offer to buy or sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy or sell Cougar Energy Limited
securities. All valuations expressed in this presentation are internal Cougar Energy valuations.

Competent Persons Statement
The information as it relates to coal resources and exploration targets advised in this presentation is based on information compiled by Mr. Garry Leblang and covers the following
reports: (1) JORC Report for Wandoan EPC 1118 / MDLa 420 dated March 2012 and (2) A report dated 15 May 2012 titled: Report on Investigation of Historical Exploration Date
and Potential Coal Resources EPC 1445 MacKenzie, Bowen Basin Queensland. Any reference to reported exploration targets as to coal quantity and quality for Mackenzie is
considered conceptual in nature. Exploration of the Mackenzie EPC 1445 carried out to date is insufficient to be able to estimate and report coal resources in accordance with the
JORC Code (2004). It is uncertain if further exploration will result in the determination of a Coal Resource. Mr Leblang is a Fellow of the Australian Institute of Mining and
Metallurgy. Mr. Leblang is employed by Himap Pty Limited, trading as Coal Search Consultants. Mr. Leblang has in excess of 40 years geological experience and therefore
sufficient experience which is relevant to the style of mineralisation and type of deposit under consideration, and to the activity which he is undertaking, to qualify as a Competent
Person as defined in the 2004 edition of the “Australian Code for Reporting of Exploration Results, Mineral Resources and Ore Reserves”. Mr. Leblang consents to the use of the
resource figures in the form and context in which they appear in this Presentation. The resource and exploration target information in this report has been released to the
Australian Securities Exchange.
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INVESTMENT DRIVERS
ØUnlocking the value of Metallurgical (PCI) & Thermal conventional coal assets
Ø Focusing on generating Mackenzie maiden JORC resource for value uplift
Ø Repositioning the Company for enhanced investor attraction
Ø Resolution of the Queensland litigation
Ø Lowering corporate overhead costs
Ø Deferring drawdown of ASOF facility
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COMPANY INFORMATION

Share Data
(as at 12 February 2013)

No. of shares:
1,370,675,714
No. of shareholders: 6,995
No. of options:
3,000,000
Top 20 holders:
24.8 %
Management:
7.98 %
Current price:
A$ 0.008 (0.8 cents)
Market cap:
A$ 10.965 million
52 weeks range: A$ 0.018 – 0.004
Source: ASX
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TRANSFORMATION IN ACTION

FUTURE

PAST

PRESENT

One focus | UCG in Australia

Revitalized brand

Enhance the value of coal assets

Single avenue for investment | UCG

Identified value drivers

Multiple opportunities for investment

Repositioned coal assets

Build a diversified energy company
Generate sustainable cashflow
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UCG IN ASIA
Leveraging Australian knowledge base into Asian projects
MOU with MedcoEnergi | Large listed energy company in Indonesia

Indonesia

Focussed on three target areas | UCG to Power Project
Initial studies for 30MW Power project complete

Potential MOU with Government

Mongolia

MOU - Hulaan Coal Corporation for UCG on existing coal deposit
Project design study for 30 MW power project underway

China

Discussions with major SOE | Preliminary review of coal resources
Review of UCG potential | Inner Mongolia | Xinjiang Provence

ØUtilising world’s leading commercial UCG technology
ØWell suited to Asian coal resources and geological & hydrogeological settings
ØLeveraging project design & development concepts into the Asian projects
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COAL ASSETS

WANDOAN

MACKENZIE

Thermal

PCI

Coal Asset

Coal Asset

AUSTRALIAN COAL ASSETS
Wandoan 360Mt JORC (32 Mt indicated & 328 Mt
inferred)+ Mackenzie Exploration Target 120Mt to
170Mt *
100% Owned by Cougar Energy

DIVERSIFIED COAL ASSETS | PCI and THERMAL GRADE COAL
* The reference to reported exploration targets as to coal quantity and quality for Mackenzie is considered
conceptual in nature. Exploration of the Mackenzie EPC 1445 carried out to date is insufficient to be able to estimate
and report coal resources in accordance with the JORC Code (2004). It is uncertain if further exploration will result in
the determination of a Coal Resource. Presently there has been no exploration by Cougar Energy on the Mackenzie
tenement. The basis for setting the target quantity is based on Mr Leblang’s report (refer to Competent Persons
Statement on page 2 of this presentation) which referenced 25 reports held by the Queensland Department of
Natural Resources and Mines of historical drilling results to extrapolate the geology of the area and make inferences
about potential coal targets. Mr Leblang also considered geological mapping, shallow drilling results, mines
exposures and seismic mapping from the immediate region, most particularly the Pollux coal seam, which is a wellknown PCI grade coal seam. The target estimate of quantity was based on the understanding of the thickness of one
the Pollux seams multiplied by the area of the EPC 1445 and using an in-situ density factor of 1.4.
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MACKENZIE PCI COAL ASSET (Bowen Basin Queensland)
• EPC 1445

• 26 km haul road to rail system

• Exploration target: 120-170 Mt
• Anticipated PCI grade coal
• Adjacent to Jellinbah (PCI) and Yarrabee (PCI, Thermal) mines

• Rail runs to Port of Gladstone
• Suggested mine size: 3.0 Mta *
• Product coal: 2.7 Mta *

EPC 1445
Mackenzie

* Cougar Energy's mine planning concepts as outlined herein are subject to successful delineation of required coal resources,
timely delivery by 3rd parties of proposed rail and port capacity expansions, capital availability, approval and compliance within
all relevant regulatory frameworks, financial feasibility and other key inputs.
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MACKENZIE JORC DRILLING PROGRAM

Costing: $371,500
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WANDOAN ASSET (Surat Basin Queensland)
• MDL 420

• Western Rail runs through tenement (use subject to approvals)

• JORC compliant resource: 360 Mt (32 Mt
indicated, 328 Mt inferred)
• Thermal grade coal suitable for power generation

• Suggested mine size: 5.5 Mta *
• Product coal: 4.4 Mta *

Adjacent to Xstrata proposed Wandoan Coal Project 22 Mta | Metro Coal planned Bundi Project 5.5Mta | Cockatoo Coal
planned Collingwood Project and Stanmore Coal planned Clifford Project.

MDL 420
Wandoan

* Cougar Energy's mine planning concepts as outlined herein are subject to successful delineation of required coal resources,
timely delivery by 3rd parties of proposed rail and port capacity expansions, capital availability, approval and compliance within all
relevant regulatory frameworks, financial feasibility and other key inputs.
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ASX LISTED COAL COMPANIES
ASX

Company

Basin

Coal Type

Debt

Equity Cash

Asset
Val

Measured

Indicated

Inferred

Total

ResoReser- urce
ves
Val

Mine

A$m

A$m

A$m

A$m

MT

MT

MT

MT

MT

A$/
Tonne

Status

PCI and Thermal

0

132

90

42

83

433

1,133

1,649

307

0.025

Feasiblity
studies

SMR Stanmore Coal Bowen & Surat

Coking and
Thermal

4

41

32

13

18

215

456

689

0

0.019

Feasibility
studies

Nucoal
NCR Resources

Semi Soft and
Thermal

0.237

Drilling,
concept
studies

0.284

Drilling,
concept
studies

Bandanna
BND Energy Ltd

CLR

Bowen & Galilee

Hunter Valley

Bowen, Mulgildie,
Carabella
Clarence-Moreton,
Resources Ltd Eromanga

Coking, Thermal
and PCI

0

0

142

56

21

16

121

40

23

67

119

42

369

32

511

141

51

0

Average 0.14 **

Note - *Endocoal recently sold (October 2012) for A$71 million cash via a Scheme of Arrangement to UD Mining
(Chinese Group) - valuing their coal assets at around A$0.14 cents per JORC tonne

* * Includes Endocoal valuation
Sources: ASX Releases of companies
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IMMEDIATE MANAGEMENT FOCUS

ITEM

ACTION

Mackenzie PCI Coal Asset

Commence JORC drilling program

Corporate Cost Structure

Identify savings to lower cash use

Litigation

Conducting discussions for resolution

Current Funding

ASOF Facility - pause and replace
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SUMMARY
DRIVER
Company transformation

IMPACT
Now identified as a true resources
exploration and development
company

Release maiden JORC report on
Mackenzie

Validation of PCI coal asset leads to
expected value uplift

Removal of legacy issues

Positive impact on cash burn and
removes management distraction

Repositioning company profile and
brand enhancement

Enhanced investor attraction
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CONTACTS
Rob Neill,
CEO and Managing Director
Tel: + 61 (0) 418 161 162
rob.neill@cougarenergy.com.au

Brad Glynne,
GM - Corporate Finance and
Investor Relations
Tel: + 61 (0) 447 774 009
brad.glynne@cougarenergy.com.au
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